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his article offers a comparative analysis of the construction
of political scenes of representation by two former argentine presidents, cristina fernández de Kirchner (2008-2015)
and mauricio macri (2015-2019), based on televised speeches
and social media postings. as there is no political representation without staging, and any staging needs a material surface
for its deployment, the comparative reconstruction of scenes
of representation is required for understanding the impact of
socio-technological transformations in the political field. our
analysis assumes that the political dramaturgy of representation entails: (a) that the leader must show a way of connecting
with his constituents; (b) therefore, the leader must configure
a preferred political subject (i.e., a predominant form of figurative citizenry); and (c) that this configuration constitutes a
possible portion of the entire population that can be represented. according to our analysis, each leader is associated
with a different type of representation scene. while one leader
configures her scenes with large-scale crowds and via national
television broadcasts, the other configures his encounters with
individuals via social media. this engenders two opposing
conceptions of citizenry, connectable to two different classes of
Interpretants: a political-ideological Interpretant and an unpolitical and para-ideological one.
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1. Introduction
this article shall present a comparative semiotic analysis of two media strategies of
political representation in argentina. In employing a semiotic approach, we focus not
on the institutional arrangements that ensure the functioning of the representative
political system, but on the scenes of representation arranged by the last two presidents,
cristina fernández de Kirchner (2008-2015, from now on, cfK) and mauricio macri
(2015-2019, from now on, mm), instead. Paraphrasing Schmitt (2008), our study object
is political representation considered as a ‘symbolic figuration’ and not as a ‘mandate.’
unlike Schmitt, however, we do not think of representation as the figuration of a being.
In democratic systems, executive leaders must image the political bond that unites them
with the represented. what needs to be represented is a type of relationship and not a
singular entity. thus, our analysis focuses on three different figurations: of the representative, of the represented, and of the type of bond forged between these two in the
representation scenes.
what we call ‘scenes of representation’ is the analytical modeling of elements that
belong to the contemporary media landscape, either as communication items or as
products of political marketing: televised government events, social media postings,
campaign ads, civic ceremonies. Since discursive figurations are objects inserted in the
media communication flows, their analysis must focus on the political discourse mediatization conditions. Given these conditions, a semiotic of the political must also be a
semiotic of politics’ mediatization (verón 1995).
with mediatization, we mean any message production or reception process involving media devices that decontextualize the spatial, temporal, and inter-subjective dimensions of established or novel cultural processes (verón 2014; cingolani 2014). being
both historical and analytical, this definition allows us to consider each historical and
cultural context’s specifics. each period and culture is distinct, but different mediatization processes have operated since writing systems’ appearance (Goody 1977). by mediatization of politics, then, we consider ways of producing politics on a scale that has been
made possible by using the media. mediatization’s definition follows veron’s contributions (2013, 2014) but is also compatible with other contemporary conceptualizations,
as well; like that of Krotz (2014), couldry and Hepp (2013), Krotz and Hepp (2013), and
Hepp (2020).1
although based on a national case-study, the analysis proposed here goes beyond
mere regionalism and allows us to tie together a series of problems affecting political
discourse and political communication on a global scale. firstly, the two presidential
1

thus defined, the concept of mediatization does not refer to a variation in the gradient of ‘mediations’ but to the
political discourses’ production conditions. we use the term ‘mediation’ to refer to institutional arrangements, regardless of whether they are mediatized.
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terms (2008-2019) correspond to the emergence and consolidation of Internet-based
digital platforms (mainly twitter, facebook, and Instagram) as preferred scenes for
political communication. In argentina, this shift is replicated in the communication
strategies of each president. as the leader of a political space that was part of latin
america’s ‘left turn’ (levitsky and roberts 2011), cfK was a predominantly television
figure. In contrast, mm, as the political reference of the regional right that emerged as
a reaction to the so-called ‘latin american populism’ (lupu 2016), chose social media
as his primary public communication tool. Secondly, this correspondence, easily attributable to an epochal change in politics mediatization, took the form of an ideological
dispute (waisbord 2013; Kitzberger 2016), often framed in terms of populist versus
democratic communication (Gallo 2019). comparative analysis is a type of research
that helps us understand how an ideological difference manifests simultaneously at
the political discourse level and media communication. thirdly, argentina is not alien
to the processes of “desacralization and relativization of the electoral function” that rosanvallon (2008: 25) identifies as characteristic of contemporary democratic systems.
one of these processes’ effects is the difficulty of embodying figures of the social generality. Since argentina has a presidential system, national elections shape political life,
and consequently, the presidential figure is the significant center of the public sphere.
the study of presidential representation scenes is, as a result, the privileged way to
understand the dominant political imaginaries and conceptions of the citizenry.
In the following section, we explain the semiotic status of political representation
as staging, not only as a theoretical principle but also as a constitutive empirical dimension of contemporary politics. next, we proceed to outline the theoretical-methodological approach that informs the analysis presented in the subsequent sections. we
conclude with a synthesis of our findings and a reflection on the debates we intend to
contribute.

2. Political

representation as a Semiotic Phenomenon

besides philosophical and sociological approaches, political representation is also perceived as a semiotic phenomenon. In the first place, it is so in an ontological sense, as
Schmitt (2008: 243) stated: “representation is not a normative event, a process, and a
procedure. It is, rather, something existential. to represent means to make an invisible
being visible and present through a publicly present one.” this is also the case from
the perspective of political theory, as lefort rightly stated: “In a democracy, the concept
of representation must also retain some of the meaning given to it by common language.” that is, representation should not be understood only as a system in which
representatives exercise political authority instead of citizens, but in the sense that “it
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guarantees visibility to society.” In effect, to represent implicates “the creation of a
political scene” (lefort 2012: 21). finally, the semiotic character of representation is also
evident in its discursive dimension. as Saward suggests, there is “an indispensable aesthetic moment in political representation because the represented is never just given,
unambiguous, transparent” (2006: 310). a representative has to be creative, has to
“shape, and in one sense create that which is to be represented” (2006: 310).
this condition of staging political representation has also been identified with the
category of ‘political spectacle’ (edelman 1988) or with the notion of ‘video-politics,’
which implies a “radical transformation in our way of being politicians” (Sartori 1998).
both these views propose that contemporary news media and especially television had
a drastic impact on the relations between rulers and citizens, effectively altering the
arché of politics. with regards to its essential functions, however, we can say that political representation adapts to the changing communication media (Debray 1995: 66). the
electronic media in the second half of the 20th century and the Internet at the turn of
the millennium have transformed how State and government produce political spectacles rather than the fundamental semiotic ontology of political representation (veron
1989a: 82). the State - and, by logical implication, the body of rulers as well - has always
been spectacular (Debray 1995: 60; balandier 1994: 25). on a macro-scale, “there is no
State without spectacle”; instead, “it is the spectacle that makes the State” (Debray 1995:
62). and on a micro-scale (based on the everyday experience of citizens in their relationship with the political system), television produced “a re-appropriation of the most
archaic level of meaning.” thus, the political began to signify the immediate territory,
to play out in the micro-exchange, forcing the “decoding of the signifying body” (verón
1989a: 82). Social media have further intensified this phenomenon. the ecology of platforms (van Dijk 2013; fernández 2018) has brought about vital innovations in political
mediatization and media discourse circulation (van aelst et al. 2017; bennett and
Pfetsch 2018). However, from the interface’s point of view (the point where production
and reception get interconnected), social media, just like mass media, are immense
showcases for political scenes of representation.
either way, nobody could deny that the scenes in which political leaders display
their representative status have become part of our daily media consumption and a
vital segment of political communication strategies. this plethoric new political imaginary demands to rethink the future of our societies, and in particular what manin,
a quarter of a century ago, described as ‘audience democracy.’ for manin, this notion
identified the consolidation of a new form of representative democracy, a metamorphosis of the so-called ‘party democracy’ (manin 1995: 185-186). the figure of the ‘audience’ was not a pejorative expression of the supposedly passive behavior of the
electorate but a metaphor used to describe the new operating conditions of political
representation. these conditions include the following two crucial factors: first, a shift
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in “the personal nature of the representative relationship,” particularly evident in countries where the head of the executive branch is directly elected and national elections
shape political life. Secondly, manin noted that “voting behavior varies according to
the terms of the electoral choice: voters seem to respond (to each election’s particular
terms), rather than just express (their social or cultural identities). [...] today, the reactive
dimension of voting predominates” (manin 1995: 192).
beyond the macro-social factors of these transformations, manin offered two complementary principles of analysis that are still applicable. firstly, “the channels of political communication affect the nature of the representative relationship” (manin 1995:
193). Secondly, as exogenous demand does not exist in politics, the analogy between
electoral choice and the market-place is problematic. thus, argues manin, the metaphor
of stage and audience is a more satisfactory, even if imperfect, to represent this reality
(1995: 193).
although many things have changed in the last quarter of a century, manin’s analysis remains valid. on the one hand, we are undergoing a structural change in politics’
mediatization conditions, with the center of gravity shifting from television to digital
platforms. on the other hand, despite disrupting the political system’s institutional
mediations, these changes reaffirm both the metaphorical and empirical significance
of the ‘stage’ figure as a central component of democratic representation. for this reason, we believe that the present article converges towards manin’s analysis from the
1990s. In the end, we propose the study of those scenarios in which the political representation is configured, not as ‘metaphors’ but rather as material objects in which governors unfold, in front of the citizenry, their representative status in the public space.

3. methodology
our analysis will mostly focus on the audiovisual language of the representation scenes
rather than their linguistic dimension. the representative-represented bond’s figuration
articulates the audiovisual with the linguistic (we will refer to speech fragments when
necessary). other essential political discourse operations (like the triple destination),
based on language, will not be discussed here.
our research corpus comprises two sets with different characteristics. on the one
hand, we studied a series of 30 televised events held by cfK between 2008 and 2015.
these events’ character is diverse, including national celebrations, official announcements, collective mobilizations in support of the Government, and party conferences.
In all cases, televising was mostly conducted through the national radio and the tv
broadcasting network ―called cadena nacional. In argentina, it is a presidential prerogative that enables the interruption of the leading radio and television network broad-
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casting to put live government speeches on the air. this practice was highly effective
for reaching the general population in the era of few media; currently, the media offer
is so abundant that the effect of this interruption is not as pragmatic as it is political. to
simplify our exposition, we have selected photos of these acts to illustrate the distinctive
features of cfK’s performance scenes.
on the other hand, we have studied 60 posts on Instagram and twitter made by
mm between 2015 and 2019. the selection was made manually, through screenshots.
although most of these posts consist of a photograph accompanied by a short text, the
corpus also included some videos taken from the official youtube channel managed
by the Presidential residence (casa rosada).
at first glance, the composition of both sets of data appears to hinder their comparison. However, the unity of semiotic analysis cannot come from the properties of
the analyzed texts themselves, since these always manifest a multiplicity of restriction
systems (verón 2004 [1975]: 72). the comparison can only stand based on criteria outside discourse, set in two levels: a) in relation to text selection criteria; b) in relation to
the reading purpose (verón 2004 [1975]: 72).
regarding the first point, it is noteworthy that both presidents used various forms
of political communication. though reluctant to interact with the media and the journalists, cfK gave some interviews and used her twitter and facebook accounts. for
his part, despite having focused his political communication mainly on social media
(especially facebook and Instagram), mm also held televised events and gave interviews and press conferences. However, our corpus’ composition reflects their main
media preferences, a criterion based on practical knowledge of the matter and analyses
carried out by other scholars (annunziata et al. 2018; cingolani 2012; Gindin 2019; montero 2018; Slimovich 2017).
the heterogeneity of the two sets of the corpus is one of our analysis objects. we
wish to compare two predominantly audiovisual representation scenes. mass media
exposure of presidential discourse (as in cfK’s case), involving a mostly photographic
strategy that induces a lateral circulation; and social media-based everyday communicative spaces that operate independently from media agendas (as in mm’s case).
concerning the second point (the reading purpose), we have built our work upon
a definition of the notion of the scene of representation that facilitates the operational reduction of the multiplicity of its constituent elements (rivière 1989: 157). the notion of
the scene is neither an allegory nor a metaphor but a material configuration whose
semiotic composition is necessarily heterogeneous and irreducible to linguistic materiality. In this sense, a political representation scene comprises of:
i. a semiotic spatial-temporal configuration, composed of an assembly of topographies, bodies, and objects in which a strategy of making sense is deployed, including its mediatization;
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ii. in this scene, an individual – an expression, itself, of a force or a set of social and
political forces – is constructed as a representative,
iii. from the staging of a bond with other individuals or groups, either present or
evoked, with whom he or she maintains a leadership relationship;
iv. therefore, he or she must configure a preferred political subject (i.e., a predominant
form of figurative citizenry); and
v. that configuration constitutes a possible portion of the whole representable population;
vi. consequently, the recurrence or stabilization of that configuration results in an Interpretant as a conception of the citizenry.
three aspects of this definition require further clarification. firstly, to classify and
describe the variations of representation scenes, we have used the concept of ‘regime
of visibility’ proposed by landowski (1985). this concept allows us to analyze the actants’ modalization based on the intersection of individual/collective and public/private conceptual pairs. the latter, according to landowski, follows “a common principle,
relative to the admission or exclusion of a witness instance (‘them’),” modifying the
nature in the actants’ figuration. at the level of private individuality, ‘I’ is ‘I’ [je] in relation to a ‘you’ [vous]. but gathered in the same space, ‘we’ [nous] is defined in relation
to ‘they,’ which is not necessarily an adversary, an identity border. thus, a ‘we’ can be
outlined as a ‘public collective’ (for example, in the celebration of a civic ceremony)
and a ‘we’ configuring a ‘private collective’ (for example, party meetings broadcast on
television).
Secondly, any staging of a representation of collectives requires a figuration of these
represented collectives.2 as an operation of meaning, traversa defines figuration (1997:
251) as “the modes of semiotization of an identifiable entity,” and then as “a result: a
construction and, as such, the effect of intersecting operations: more precisely, chains
of operations, which are situated at different levels of text organization.” the analysis
of figuration enables us to identify the representational operation of the collective figure
staged and understand an essential part of the staging strategy.
the third aspect derives precisely from the place that the ‘witness instance’ occupies in defining the scenes of representation when these are mediatized (whether
they are televised or posted on social media). there are two juxtaposed issues here. on
2

the notion of figuration does not strictly refer to the theatrical metaphor of staging but the condition of the semiotic
construction of a representation. thus conceived, figuration is a way of construction resulting from a set of operations. theoretical perspectives as disparate as those of Parret (1993), latour (2005: 53-62), and Hepp (2020) have
applied this notion, taken from Greimasian semiotics, to the sociology of networks or media theory. Despite their
differences, all focus on its non-representational, constructivist character. we adopt traversa’s definition because
it systematizes a methodology of rhetorical and operational analysis for this construction from a semiotic perspective.
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the one hand, every scene of representation is, by definition, public (Schmitt 2008: 242).
therefore, it addresses an audience, that is, a heterogeneous collective. clearly, it does
not address the whole population indiscriminately. on the contrary, it “proposes a modeling of social identities” (veron 1989b: 139). a reception study could reveal the sociodemographic or sociological composition of this collective. but for semiotic analysis,
these scenes are defined by their condition of signs; that is to say, they are there for an
Interpretant (Peirce 1998). taken as a “collectivization operator” (Genard 2017: 3), the
Interpretant’s notion offers an appropriate analytical solution to reconstruct which strategy the representation scenes are configuring in their recurrence and regularity.
In pluralistic democracies, every political discourse, finally, by engaging in a field
of struggle and competition, is inserted in a “triple destination device” (veron 1987,
García negroni 1988). It addresses, at the same time, supporters, opponents, and the
undecided or independent. no political discourse produces a single effect. therefore,
our notion of Interpretant refers to a production strategy that entails a specific way of
interpreting this triple destination. of course, this does not mean that reception can be
pre-determined or that there is only one way of interpreting a discourse. Its ‘correct’
interpretation implies political adherence. an Interpreter comprises the set of systematizable regularities and variations of a discursive strategy sustained over time.

4. Scenes

of Presidential Political representation:
figures of leadership and figuration of citizenry

4.1. CFK: From the Ceremonial Mobilization to the Partisan Ceremony.

The Ritual Meeting with the Crowd
cfK served as president for two consecutive terms (2007-2011 and 2011-2015). upon
winning her first election, she already was a political figure of public importance and
had a long career as a parliamentarian, but she was not strictly speaking a leader. the
role of a reference authority of a political force was occupied, at the time, by her husband and former president, néstor Kirchner. by contrast, when her second term ended,
cfK was (and still is) the most important political figure in recent history in argentina.
throughout her eight years of government, cfK produced four major performance
scenes, summarized below (table 1). we should consider each modality as a sort of
general type, which includes potential variations. as explained in the methodological
section, to simplify the operational description, we have used the concept of ‘visibility
regimes.’ each scene of representation is inserted into a different regime of visibility,
and each regime expresses a variation in the figuration of the representative relationship.
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to draw up this classification, we shall follow the analysis proposed by Dayan and
Katz in their classic study on media events (1992). events staged expressly for an audience, which, as landowski notes, necessarily transforms their nature as semiotic objects.
Dayan and Katz (based on lang and lang) developed a typology that distinguishes
events according to their function as ‘unifiers’ or ‘polemics’ (1992: 42-43 and 127-128).
what emerges is a combined classification producing four types of events,3 which we
have adapted to our study object. we have already noted that cfK’s staged scenes were
televised events. this implies that there is a common denominator beyond the internal
variations between each scene type. each of them offers the image of an encounter of a
representative with their constituents and appears to the media audience, absent as a
direct interlocutor but present as a bystander.
a. Esoteric Monologue

this regime of visibility is characteristic of events such as the inauguration of public
works, presentation of bills, launching of state programs. the figure of the national leader
is staged here in a way that places it above sectoral interests. In the first place, this status
is marked by a scenography privileging the visibility of patriotic symbols (flags, portraits of national heroes). It is further amplified by the presence of popularly elected
political representatives (governors, mayors, legislators) and federal cabinet ministers
standing next to or behind cfK but always sharing the stage with her. In front of her,
on the other hand, the audience is composed of sectoral representatives (union leaders,
3

ceremony (unifying/audience as a witness); Spectacle (unifying/audience is required); esoteric Debate (controversy/audience as a witness); adversary Proceeding (controversy/audience is needed) (Dayan and Katz 1992: 243n).
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leaders of social organizations, human rights organizations, businessmen, bankers,
sometimes prominent cultural figures). from the logic of the topographical distribution
of places (further forward, further back) and from how cfK herself directs her gaze
(she never looks at the camera), it can be said that a sort of closed circuit is formed. this
produces two effects. firstly, the president does not address the television audience directly. thus, as a generic target, the citizenry is relegated to the witness’s role in a dialogue that does not include them directly. Secondly, the composition of the audience
does not follow an ecumenical criterion. those who are present are sympathizers of
the Government; their presence indicates endorsement. Since the camera usually captures the viewers’ faces using individual shots, it is not difficult for a viewer with an
average lateral knowledge (barthes 1980) of national political life to notice this ideological composition.
b. Exoteric Ceremony

this scene of representation is characteristic of civic festivities. the ceremonial feature
derives from their commemorative function (e.g., the independence revolution). civic
festivities are what abélès (1989) calls ‘rites of consensus,’ events that mark the community’s symbolic continuity. as such, they are events organized by the State. the President is present in his/her capacity as head of the executive, as a supra-partisan figure.
on the other hand, the exoteric feature stems from the fact that these are scenes that
unfold in some urban space, open to public participation. the predominance of national
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flags shows that those present identify themselves as citizens of the national community
and not as political rights subjects. this condition of individuals melted into a collective
festivity gathered in the celebration of shared history is also reinforced by the cfK herself when giving speeches. for example, at the celebration of the independence revolution in Plaza de mayo square on may 25, 2014, cfK told the crowd:
Do you argentines realize that we gathered here today to celebrate may 25,
the national day, and the nation’s recovery for all argentines? It seems silly,
but it is not foolish; it is a reaffirmation of belonging and cultural identity.
c. Charismatic Ceremonial Mobilization

this scene is a variation between the ‘exoteric ceremonies’ and the regime of visibility
that we call ‘partisan ceremony’ (see next section). this type of scene became increasingly common in the last years of cfK’s second presidency due to the establishment of
her leadership. from the perspective of the visibility regime’s composition, there is almost no variation from the ceremonies we have already described but in the representation bond’s figuration. that is because, in charismatic ceremonial mobilizations, the
meeting of the collective is explained not only as a celebration of the community (as in
the rites of consensus) but also as a meeting of a militant crowd with its leader. even if
the general framework continues to be that of civic festivities, what occurs is an overlap
between the Homeland celebration as an entity transcending any particularism and the
self-celebration of a political collective’s uniqueness. this tension expresses itself at a
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semiotic level. unlike what happens in exoteric ceremonies, the crowd is a marked collective, whose features facilitate the “operation of symbolic reading” (Schaeffer 1990:
34): carrying party flags and banners of various government-related social organizations, singing songs vindicating the figure of cfK. In short, a group gathered in a square
to celebrate the Homeland and listen to its leader. In the mix between generic multitudes (‘the argentines’) and militant collectives, the figure of cfK appears no longer
as a national leader but as one of a plebiscitary type, reinforced and updated by this
cross-party meeting.
d. Partisan Ceremony

this is the regime of visibility that defined the uniqueness of political representation
in cfK and against which, as we shall see, mm’s political representation was built. the
function of the partisan ceremonies is the revitalization of a political collective of identification, a clearly defined ‘we.’ In this sense, it is an instance of the exaltation of what
landowski calls “private collective” (1985: 4). considered from the logic of political
representation, however, in these scenes leadership is put into action and reproduced
as the capacity to lead a partisan political force. no matter their scale, history, and electoral weight, all organized political groups need this type of self-celebrating event.
what makes a difference in the case of cfK is that these scenes became televised political liturgies.
as liturgies (rivière 1989), they were not an electoral tool, but dramatic incarnations of leadership and political identity. they were regular and ritualized practices
with a stable morphology (rivière 1989: 180). they could only be sustained over time
because the existence of the collective participating as the protagonist transcends the
moments of celebration. In the case of cfK, her political leadership cannot be understood outside the political movement that supported her, known as ‘Kirchnerism’ (retamozo and trujillo 2019). this denomination was, in principle, a way of designating
the followers of former president néstor Kirchner in the 2003-2007 period of government, but, with time, it became a political identity that not only described a center-left
tendency within Peronism but also took from it its movementist character (Pérez and
natalucci 2014). made up of non-partisan political actors (such as social organizations)
and non-Peronist political parties, it was also characterized by a return to a deep-rooted
tradition in argentina: regular collective mobilization as a sign of support for its political leader.
unlike ceremonial mobilizations, whose occurrence follows the civic calendar, partisan ceremonies have their temporal inscription, according to each political force’s
founding dates and milestones. also, in this case, they were usually used as a tactical
resource, such as demonstrations of strength and support for cfK in times of political
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crisis. In turn, while ceremonial mobilizations are framed by state rituals’ institutional
rules, partisan ceremonies are para-institutional acts, carried out in closed places, or at
least restricted with respect to urban topography (usually football stadiums).
these scenes involve a dialogue, whose structure is not, however, symmetrical. on
the one hand, there is a crowd mobilized to listen to cfK. this listening is not passive;
the collective gathering plays an acting role (Greimas 1966; barthes, 1966): the multitude
jumps, sings, underlines some passages of the speech with ovations or applause. the
audiovisual discourse (which is, as it should be noted, under the control of the governing party itself rather than private television stations), synchronized and attuned to the
dramatic fluctuations of the presidential talk, reinforces the dynamics of the scene. on
the other hand, the scene has a center, which is the body of cfK. not surprisingly, the
shot that best expresses this dynamic is the low-angle panoramic shot from the
speaker’s back.
thus, the relationship between cfK and these multitudes is an identity structured
by a mutually complementary relationship (bateson 1972; veron 1995), bonding the
leader with her followers. It is precisely within this bond that the figure of each one of
them is defined, a bond which has been reinforced by the cfK herself: “my dear fellows: as president, but mainly as a militant, I would like to thank all of you for this true
celebration of joy, happiness, and nationality” (27/04/2012).
However, it is not enough to point out that the collective gathered there is a collective of identification (veron 1987). throughout her two terms, cfK pursued a close
political alliance with the youngest segments of organized militancy. this alliance be-
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came especially evident in her second government’s composition, provoking an internal
dispute with other Peronist party’s sectors (rocca rivarola 2017). the president often
emphasized this alliance in her speeches: “I feel that you are the true guardians of this
legacy, and you are not going to allow a step back in all that we have achieved”
(27/04/2013).
Some of these meetings were identified with a specific name, ‘the militant courtyards.’ that is how the meetings held between cfK and the Kirchnerist youth were
called. these events usually took place after televised public events (often framed
within the visibility regime understood as an esoteric monologue). once the event was
over, the crowd entered the Government House’s interior courtyards, where the meeting with cfK took place, this time under the regime of the partisan ceremony (see
image below).

the broadcast of these events merits two observations. on the one hand, their stature as political liturgies overlaps with their importance as media events included in
the flow of newsworthy items making up the media agenda. on the other hand, being
televised introduces a crucial element in the reconstruction of their Interpretant. as it
happens in ceremonial mobilizations, media audiences act as a ‘witness instance’: not
as guests but as necessary participants for that event in which they get involved as
spectators.
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as we have seen in ceremonial mobilizations, another tension emerges here as well.
rivière (1989: 123) explains that every ritual has a triangular structure. Its constitutive
elements are the organizers, the actors, and the spectators. but when the liturgy is
broadcasted, this tripartite structure undergoes a significant change, especially the place
of the spectator, which is doubled: this liturgy becomes a spectacle that can be consumed live potentially by the whole of society (even by those who may not share the
beliefs that mobilize this ceremony). but what kind of spectacle is offered to the television audience? If an object’s semiotic status is defined by the Sign/Interpretant relationship, in this case, the composition of the scene invites an identification not with a
figure or a collective but with the type of bond established. So what kind of bond is
configured in these scenes? It is a bond based on a presupposed and shared belief, a
type of belief that allows any identification collective to be sustained over time. In one
of these liturgies, cfK said: “those who are on television and want to listen to the President should turn off the television because they are only going to listen to a Peronist
militant” (14/09/2010). Perfect tension between the Interpretant presupposed by the
presidential institution —the citizen as an individual endowed with rights and responsibilities and the collective that cfK built as a privileged recipient of her speeches: the
militant as a subject engaged in a political project.
table 1.
REGIME OF
VISIBILITY

TYPE
OF EVENT

FIGURATION OF
THE REPRESENTED

FIGURATION OF THE
REPRESENTATIVE

Esoteric Monologue

Protocolar
work opening
announcement

citizens (as formal

national leader

status defined by the
national constitution)

(complementary)

commemorative
Inserted in the media
agenda

citizens

national leader

(as a belonging embodied in values, affects
and traditions)

(complementary,
charismatic)

Charismatic
Ceremonial
Mobilization

citizenry
mobilization
supporting the
President

citizens (as an active
political practice) +
supporters

Plebiscitary leader

Partisan Ceremony

Partisan mobilization

Supporters

Party leader

Exoteric Ceremony

(defined by ideological
belonging)

(complementary,
charismatic)
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4.2. Mauricio Macri’s Scenes of Representation:

From the Rite of the Personal Meeting and the Minimalist
Anti-ceremony to the Anti-partisan Ceremony
an outsider to argentine political parties tradition, mm won the presidency in 2015 as
the cambiemos right-wing liberal alliance candidate. trained as a businessman, he
served for eight years as mayor of the country’s wealthiest district, the city of buenos
aires, leading a neighborhood party. Since his election campaign, he has produced a
mediatized direct contact strategy with citizens by making door-to-door visits (a practice known as ‘doorbelling’). Photo and short video postings on social media complemented this strategy. Similarly, he used this strategy when meeting entrepreneurs,
traders, etc. the figuration of representation was not only different from cfK’s but directly opposed to it. while cfK relied on state-owned television, mm opted for a robust
presence on social media platforms (Slimovich 2020). He maintained this strategy for
most of his government’s term until nearly the end of 2019.
a. The Rite of the Personal Meeting

the figuration of the face-to-face encounter was mm’s founding matrix. It entails the
portrayal of a meeting with a neighbor or some citizens in an ordinary, everyday locale:
at the front door, a cafe, or a corner store. In all these scenes, it is mm who goes in search
of the citizen. Photographic records of these meetings were not produced according to
the pose’s regime but rather as situational snapshots, as if the protagonists of the encounter were not observed but inadvertently captured (barthes 1980; verón 1994). the
shots are taken at eye level, producing a homology with the ‘human’ scale of the situation and favoring a naturalistic interpretation of the scene: those houses, those sidewalks, those cafes have local details, they show what is not prepared to be captured.
also, these scenes do not contain any conflict, and they are not narrative. In general,
individuals are smiling calmly, conversational gestures reflecting an informal, nonfunctional type of exchange. on occasion, the relationship appears modalized by an attitude of listening, indulgence, or redemption (a hand on the shoulder, a hug) on the
part of mm towards the neighbors, or with an ‘interiority’ gaze, that is, not focused on
something external and visible, nor oriented towards some specific action but projecting
an attitude of mutual attention.
these characteristics are present both in photographs and videos. In the videos,
this naturalism is reinforced by their often vertical orientation (portrait mode), shaky
camera technique, and poor sound quality, aiming to give the impression of a spontaneous shoot made with a smartphone. the dialogues (voice in) are typically not audible.
when we can discern some fragmentary sounds, they consist of phatic or emotive signals (Jakobson 1963) like greetings or salutations, without reference to some specific
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issue or state of affairs. the represented relationship with the citizenry is (audio)visually
diegetized, encapsulated in a situation where the spectator’s vision (and hearing) is entirely external to that of the persons involved. In campaign spots, besides, looking at
the camera is avoided. these static and silent scenes entirely resist a visual-only mediatization, even with a single still image, as they comprise situations without before or
after. they are encounters that do not occupy time and place on the social agenda and
could have happened at any time, anywhere, and with anyone.

the organization of individuals’ subtractive attributes in mm’s strategies has an
evident semiotic relevance. this operation aims to configure the opposition between
militants and citizens, the latter incarnated as an unmarked figure, as the zero degree
of the non-ideological (barthes 2002). this dichotomy is enshrined in cambiemos’ contention (echoing the neoliberal discourse) that party militancy goes against citizens’
liberal aspirations, patriotism is an obstacle to individual fulfillment (Souroujon 2019),
and politics is a defrauding practice that involves only costs and no benefits.
contrary to what happens with cfK acts (in which individuals are involved explicitly as participants in a collective body), individuals serve as the support of the representative-represented bond. the analysis must take into account the fact that these
are two completely different figurations of individuality. In mm meetings, some neighbors are called by their first name (‘Johana,’ ‘lucas,’ ‘alicia and marcelo’), and a geographical reference is given (‘Jujuy,’ ‘la matanza’). of course, an individual body is
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visible, with a face and a specific location (the front door or a house yard, a repair store,
a corner store, a cafe). Despite the existential uniqueness, these elements are recognizable
by the general public but not identifiable.
the distinction between recognition and identification in the interpretation of an
iconic-indexical text such as a photograph, as proposed by Schaeffer (1990: 67-80), can
be very useful in this case. Photographic image recipients can recognize a type of entity
(a man, a house, a boulevard). Still, they cannot identify its uniqueness (uncle robert,
my grandmother’s house, the park where we used to play). very close to mm, men,
women, even children can be seen smiling or even hugging him. their identification,
however, is not provided by the image (except the scarce case of knowing these people
beforehand) but by the accompanying caption: ‘Juan from Quilmes.’ that would be
enough to go from absolute iconic-indexical indeterminacy to relative indeterminacy
(Schaeffer 1990: 80), based on recognizing that these people can exist and the caption
allowing identification is presumed true. but even so, it does not reach the full saturation
of the identification. therefore, each figurative person becomes a representative of a
type (social, geographical): they constitute a generic character.
the social attributes of cfK followers are not random or undifferentiated, but, ultimately, they also generate types. In contrast, however, to mm’s neighbors, cfK followers are marked: they manifest their adherence and participation in the political
movement with their body (individual and collective). In mm’s strategy, individuals
are also identifiable by social segment, but: a) they are stripped of attributes of militancy,
b) instead of being mobilized, they are visited or approached by mm, and c) they do
not configure a collective entity, just a generalization: ‘Juan from Quilmes’ is someonelike-others who are not figurative but (and therefore) represented. However, following
the semiotic imperative of analyzing the image in its pragmatic logic (Schaeffer 1990),
that is, considering the relationship between the Interpretant and the representamen,
these images require not an individualizing but a stereotypical identification: an individual is ‘similar’ to so many others, he/she belongs to the ‘common citizen’ type (annunziata 2013), which for Macrism is defined, first and foremost, by not being a militant.
this bundle of attributes figures profiles, not singularities. moreover, this profiling is
organized mainly by subtraction: what they do not have, what they do not do, what
they are only as a potentiality.
b. Minimalist Anti-ceremony

In inauguration parties, public events, ceremonies, or protocol announcements, the
mediatized staging of a government can take three forms: show, direct appealing, or
intermediation (cingolani and fernández 2019). the differentiating features are based
above all on two articulated operations: the presence of an audience on the scene –the
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speaker’s body recipient (to whom the speaker directs his/her gaze)–, or its absence,
corresponding to a look at the camera (landowski 1985).
throughout his political career, mm has avoided speaking to crowds. while in office
as mayor of the city of buenos aires but also later, during his presidential term, he was
increasingly adding audiovisual broadcasts of public events (inauguration parties, ceremonies, speeches) set in a minimalist rhetoric, with short and not very solemn speeches,
stripped of large stages and crowds, and in locales not been traditionally used for political events. the events were held in front of small groups and avoided the prominence
of these groups. the field of view cut by the cameras was located at eye level between
the speaker and the audience, leaving the latter out of the visual and sound field or incorporated only as a counter field. the contrast with cfK and the argentine political
tradition is quite strong: once the complementarity is deactivated, it offers a relationship
of representation without differences of scale, a flat figuration of contact, and the least
possible resemblance to what might seem (usually) political. the bodies then appeared
on the same level, even symmetrically (bateson 1972; verón 1995). the operation consisted of showing closeness and even reversibility. for example, while mm gave his
speech, he was often accompanied by people who were not public officials or an audience in itself. If the event was related to some public work or factory, he was escorted
by workers wearing helmets or uniforms. also, if the act pertained to public transport,
mm could be found standing next to a few passengers on a bus; if it took place in a
school, he would appear seated at a desk like a pupil among children. and whenever
possible, his body assumed some of the attributes of the citizens in their situational roles.
as in the ritual personal visit strategy, individuals figure as decorations of the situation, acting as extras, as figurant (Didi-Huberman 2014). In visual arts history, the
figurant could be represented schematically: a silhouette, a vaguely shaped figure, suggesting a soldier, a monk, a longshoreman, etc. as a result of the iconic-indexical nature
of the photographic or videographic images, the figurant was redefined. If the portrait
produces identification by qualitative features (physiognomic, emotional, emblematic)
and certifies the existence of the portrayed (todorov 2004), the extras are only identifiable as a stereotyped form: he or she is a worker, a teacher, a neighbor.
but there is a second quality that produces the figurant –a quality that does not depend on the figuration’s material condition: the lack of actantiality in the story (Greimas
1966; barthes 1966). as a result of this lack, those who appear as neighbors in mm’s social
media images (cicowiez 2019), as citizens in the personal encounter strategy, and as a
worker, a passenger, or a student in the minimalist anti-ceremonies, become figurants as
well. In a way, this deprives the character of a place in History, such as the ‘little man,’
ricoeur’s le prochain ([1954) 1967). If the People are a collective, an actant in its History,
it is not surprising to find it missing in mm’s strategies (mazzuchino 2017). the category
neighbor or citizen does not point to an individual or a group: it constructs a type.
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to understand this operation, we can turn to Peirce (1906), who formulated the difference between individual and type, ad their possible interactions. In classifying signs
according to their representamen, he argues that the singular sign (Sinsingn) can refer
to an individual or collection of individuals while the conventional sign (legisign, ‘a
law that is a sign’) is that which can represent a type. Due to the hierarchies principle,
the legisign needs ‘replicas’ or tokens (Sinsigns) to work, but not vice versa. the neighbor or citizen as a type is a generalization, even if a singular event or entity represents
it. Since a full identification of the individual cannot be produced (Schaeffer 1990: 6780), it is not because of its singularity that it creates meaning. the only thing that remains is its recognition, that is to say, its generic interpretation. the individual figure is,
consequently, predominant in both the personal encounter and the minimalist anti-ceremony strategies. However, due to its ritual character, individuals’ figuration in both
strategies always and necessarily refers to a type. and especially of an unmarked kind,
such as a zero degree of the plural figure, valid as a citizen or neighbor (personal meeting
rite) or as a worker or entrepreneur (minimalist anti-ceremony) without partisan or ‘interested’ marks.
c. Non-partisan & Non-

governmental Mobilization
(anti-partisan ceremony)
In the last stage of mm’s presidency,
a change in strategy is noticeable in
his reelection campaign (in 2019): the
adoption of mass actions and, in general, of more traditional forms of
political mobilization in argentina.
the ‘# 24a’ (august 24), the ‘march
of the million’ (october 19), and the
‘farewell’ (December 7) were actions
exhibiting several of the qualities
that mm had till then avoided, disqualified and in opposition to which
he had forged his political and media
identity. what stands out in these acts is the figuration of those represented as a crowd.
to differentiate themselves, mm insisted on avoiding partisan symbols and using only
national emblems. this third strategy is clearly opposed to the previous ones in three
aspects: the figuration of a collective body (the crowd appears), the mobilizing nature
(it is the individuals who go to meet mm and not the other way around), and the figuration of individuality as the support for the expression of claims and demands; they
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are bodies with a voice. this implies
a shift in the Interpretant of the representation relationship. but the
adoption of symbols and slogans
identified with the nation (argentine flags) and the republic (banners
with demands for the independence
of institutions, text fragments from
the national constitution) constitutes a synthesis between the rejection of party adherence and the
electoral agenda of a party while in
office.

table 2.4
REGIME OF
VISIBILITY

TYPE
OF EVENT

FIGURATION OF
THE REPRESENTED

FIGURATION OF THE
REPRESENTATIVE

The Rite of the
Personal Meeting

out of the agenda
event, quasi-private

non-mobilizated
citizens: individualstype (neighbours)

Proximity leader

Minimalist
Anti-ceremony

Public governance
milestone, ceremonial
celebration, quasipublic

Sub-mobilizated
citizens: individualstype (workers, city in-

Proximity leader

anti-partisan
mobilization

mobilizated citizens:
non- auto-identified
as partisans supporters collectives

Non-partisan &
Non-governmental
Mobilization (antipartisan ceremony)

5. Summary

(symmetrizing, anticharismatic)

(symmetrizing
government agent)

habitants)

Plebiscitary leader
(un-polítical, paraideological)

and conclusions

we can summarise our findings from the comparative analysis of the cfK and mm
representation scenes as follows:
i. the series of cfK scenes we analyzed typically concerns a leader’s encounter with
collective bodies that vary according to the political conjuncture. regularities and

4

In the representation scenes classification, we have retaken cfK’s types of events and created categories based on
their contrast.
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variations reveal themselves spatially (uses of public space) and temporally (inserted in an agenda of general impact), in the context of a mediatization approach
based on live television broadcasting. the mm series of scenes, on the other hand,
typically involves the leader meeting individuals or small groups. However, the
latter are recognizable by the citizenry mainly as types, with no significant territorial specificity, since the identity of locations is too general. Simultaneously, they
have little temporal specificity since meetings are no part of the official agenda,
do not involve organized collectivities or communities but few individuals, or
take place laterally through social media. these mm strategies demonstrate a
multi-local and focal mediatization plan, based on circulation in social media
rather than in broadcasting media.
ii. cfK alternately takes on the role of national leader, party leader, or plebiscitary
leader, while mm stands solely as a citizen leader.
iii. while cfK always projects a complementary bond with the collective body, mm
seeks to project a symmetrical, horizontal bond with it.
iv. the groups called upon to be represented by cfK vary between citizens constituted by law, citizens as members of a nation, militants, and the People/plebs;
on the other hand, mm invokes non-mobilized citizens (neighbors) and undermobilized citizens (work, trading, city dwellers). In the last year of his government, his strategy appealed to groups interested in general public affairs but had
no appeal to party organizations.
v. considered globally –including their variations– both strategies seem not only to
differ in content (which we do not explore here) but also in how they stage representation. the portioning of collectives by cfK entails their participation in the
collective mobilization, the leader’s legitimacy founded on that participation. for
its part, mm’s strategy focuses on individuality, the leader’s legitimacy founded
on his targetted attention to citizens.
vi. the two strategies for the configuration of scenes of political representation entail
conflicting Interpretants about the citizenry; namely, they suggest conflicting
models of participation in res publica and taking an interest in community matters.
the fundamental Interpretant of cfK’s political representation scenes is a conception of the citizenry that shall be referred to as political-ideological. with this
label, we delineate a way of conceiving the citizen as a political subject with an
ideologically framed understanding of the political order, assembling the world’s
singular events in an ordered and coherent narrative. It is a maximalist conception
of citizenry, whose prototypical figure is the militant. on the contrary, the Interpretant of mm’s political representation scenes is a ‘depoliticized’ conception of
citizenry (barthes 2002: 104-105) that can be called unpolitical and para-ideological.
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according to rosanvallon (2008: 22), unpolitical describes a failure to develop a
‘comprehensive understanding of problems associated with the organization of a
shared world.’ It is a minimalist and aggregative conception of citizenry, whereby
the citizen is an individual who interprets the political-social world from the perspective of his/her private sphere or his/her immediate life environment, without
inscribing that vision within a global framework (in this sense it is para-ideological).
In this sense, the Interpretant’s semiotic notion becomes highly relevant; it lends
itself to be set apart from both the collective of representation and the destination. the Interpretant here embodies the staging strategy as a whole, encompassing the various
types of groups configured in each particular staging.
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